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Metalex
Metal Mark Remover

Used to remove black stains left by metal cutlery on
porcelain dishes and spoons in porcelain cups. These
marks are removed completely through the dipping
method. Porcelains get a clean and also a new look.

Nova
Foamy Heavy Oil and Dirt Remover
It can be used safely for cleaning stubborn protein
and oil-based dirt on all kinds of surfaces in food
production centers or industrial kitchens. It
produces an abundance of foam thanks to the
pressure spray, easily dissolves dirt and oils and,
provides hygiene.
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Hygienic Fruit and Vegetable Cleaner
Many microorganisms passing through water, soil,
and environment to vegetables and fruits cannot be
removed only by washing with water. With the
disinfection eﬀect, Dwa Ziloni brings bacteria that
threaten human health to a harmless level. It should be
rinsed after use.
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Rap d
Hygienic Surface Cleaner
An alcohol-based cleaner that does not require
rinsing for the areas where hygiene is important.

Spulex
Glycerin Hand Dishwashing Detergent
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D wa Balsam
Glycerin Hand D shwash ng Detergent
Foaming liquid detergent for hand dishwashing. High
potent active ingredients in its composition remove
stubborn oils and bad odors. Its pH level is suitable for the
skin. Thanks to the glycerin it contains, prolonged
exposure does not harm the skin.

L nox Mat c
Lime Remover For Industrial Dishwashers
Liquid lime remover that dissolves lime deposits in industrial
dishwasher resistances and spray arms, without damaging metal
parts thanks to the contained inhibitors.
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Foaming liquid detergent for hand dishwashing. High
potent active ingredients in its composition remove
stubborn oils and bad odors. Its pH level is suitable for
the skin. Thanks to the glycerin it contains, prolonged
exposure does not harm the skin in.

FALCON

r Superior cleaning power
r Does not damage surfaces
r Does not stain
r Pleasant-smelling
r Biodegradability feature in
nature

D wa Deep
Stain Remover Pre-Dipping Agent - L qu d

D wa Bac
QAC-Based Cleaner
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The disinfectant pre-dip liquid used in dishwashers with the
dosing pump or manual pre-dipping method, containing
stain remover and chlorine for dishes. Removes dried tea,
coﬀee and starch residues.

QAC-additive alkaline cleaning product used to
ensure the hygiene of work areas, equipment and
workbenches in kitchens and food production
facilities. Provides eﬀective and permanent hygiene
thanks to its special formula. It is rinsed easily
without residue.

Boran

Brass & Copper Cleaner

Caustic-free oil remover. Easily dissolves and
removes the residues of burnt oil and baked food
accumulate in kitchen equipment such as oven,
grill, fryer, etc. It does not create unpleasant odors
and steam. It can also be used safely on aluminum
surfaces.

Used to regain the former luster of brass and
copper materials that oxidized and tarnished
over time. It is applied by dipping or wiping
method.
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Thanks to its high alkaline formula, removes
heavy dirt and burnt oil in the stoves, fryers,
ovens, and hoods. It should be used carefully on
aluminum surfaces.

1000 L

All products are oﬀered w th a variety of packaging styles
(Please see the price list or product page.)

200 L

By neutralizing the detergent deposits on the dishes being
washed in the machine, prevents the residues. Ensures the
washed glass, metal or porcelain items such as cups, plate, etc.
shine without spots and dry quickly.

Oven & Grill Cleaner

20 L

Dishwasher Rinse/Rinse Aid Agent

0,75 L

D wa Sh ne

Gr ll
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Washing agent, which is eﬀective in soft and medium
water hardness, used with the dosing pumps in
industrial dishwashers. Removes intense residues of
oil and food through its high alkali and active
ingredients.

5L

Industrial Dishwasher Detergent

1L

D wa Mat c
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Latunex

Oven & Grill Cleaner

